Best AI Specialists of the Year - John Snow Labs

John Snow Labs is an artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP) company which provides state-of-the-art software, models, and data to help healthcare and life science organizations build and operate AI projects.

In 2020, John Snow Labs has seen a stunning 9x growth in the downloads of its Spark NLP library. The latest industry survey gives it a 33% market share across all enterprise NLP organizations, and a dominating 54% share in healthcare NLP.

The company is also the creator and host of The NLP Summit, who inaugural 2020 conference attracted 6,500+ attendees, further educating and advancing the global NLP community.

Best CTO of the Year - David Talby

David Talby is the chief technology officer at John Snow Labs and the creator of Spark NLP.

David has extensive experience in building and operating web-scale data science and business platforms, as well as building world-class, Agile, distributed teams. Previously, he was with Microsoft’s Bing Group, where he led business operations for Bing Shopping in the US and Europe, and worked at Amazon both in Seattle and the UK, where he built and ran distributed teams that helped scaled its financial systems.

David holds a PhD in computer science and master’s degrees in both computer science and business administration. He has co-authored over 30 academic papers and patents to date.
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